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July 10, 2015

Dear Dr. Christopher Morrey,

Re: Mental health service use by recent immigrants from different world regions and by non-immigrants in Ontario, Canada: a cross-sectional study

Thank you for relaying the positive comments from Drs. Valentina Cabral Iversen and Laurence Kirmayer, and for identifying editorial changes to be made. Our responses to the editor’s comments are below in blue text.

Editor's comment:

Please address the following minor editorial points before we proceed to provisional acceptance:
1. Please remove the information on positions held for each author to an 'Author Information' section (to appear before the Acknowledgements). The affiliations and emails should remain on the title page. This has been done
2. Please remove the appendices from the main paper as these are attached as Additional Files. The appendices have been moved and uploaded as additional Files
3. Please phrase the Competing Interest statement as outlined in the journal Author Instructions, and move the details on funding to the Acknowledgements. We changed the text in the competing interest statement as instructed, and moved details on funding to the Acknowledgements section.

Please let us know if any further changes need to be made. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Anna Durbin | MPH, PhD
Research Associate, Canadian Mental Health Association, Phn: (416) 789-7957 x. 238
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/anna-durbin/25/293/2a7